CABLE REELS, CORDS & PROTECTORS
AUTO REWIND CORD REELS
HEAVY-DUTY
LE9000 SERIES AUTO REWIND CORD REELS

APPROVALS: CSA and UL Certified

Our LE9000 series of reels are built with durable all-steel weatherproof (NEMA 4 enclosure)
construction so that they will survive in the toughest work environments. We’ve built the cable
guide arm with thicker steel than our competitors to take extra abuse. All this while still keeping
the form factor small so that your reel isn’t always in the way.

Features of the LE9000 series that can keep you working confidently include:
+ Precision construction to allow years of
use with little maintenance
+ Adjustable cable guide arm (12 positions)
+ Strong ratchet that can be disengaged
for constant tension
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Adjustable ball stop
6’ feeder cord
Standard SJOW cable in various gauges
Cable lengths up to 50’, with up to 4 conductors
NEMA 4 weatherproof rating on enclosure

The LE9000 series reels come with a variety of cable types and accessories. See below for optional
accessories and most popular SKUs. Further customization is available on demand.

30 FOOT SJOW CABLE:
LE9030143H1 14/3 cable w/ 100W incandescent hand lamp
LE9030143F1 14/3 cable w/ 13W fluorescent hand lamp
LE9030143QB1 14/3 cable w/ 15A quad box
LE9025123QB2 12/3 cable w/ 20A quad box
LE9030143S1 14/3 cable w/ 15A single outlet
LE9025123S2 12/3 cable w/ 20A single outlet
LE9030143BE 14/3 cable bare ends (rated up to 15A)
LE9025123BE 12/3 cable bare ends (rated up to 20A)

50 FOOT SJOW CABLE:
LE9050143H1 14/3 cable w/ 100W incandescent hand lamp
LE9050143F1 14/3 cable w/ 13W fluorescent hand lamp
LE9050143QB1 14/3 cable w/ 15A quad box
LE9050123QB2 12/3 cable w/ 20A quad box
LE9050143S1 14/3 cable w/ 15A single outlet
LE9050123S2 12/3 cable w/ 20A single outlet
LE9050143BE 14/3 cable bare ends (rated up to 15A)
LE9050123BE 12/3 cable bare ends (rated up to 20A)

Call us for additional customizations. We have the ability to do even higher capacity and
hazardous location reels.
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